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Abstract title
Trends in the prevalence of e-cigarette use and complimentary risky behaviors among youth and adults 
in Mexico: A staggered longitudinal analysis of the ENSANUT from 2000 to 2021
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Background, method, results and conclusions
Background: On 31 May 2022, Mexico outlawed the sale of e-cigarettes by decree, which was originally 
motivated by the North American outbreak of vaping-associated lung injuries. Although the US CDC has 
since attributed these events to illicit THC devices, the endemic threat of youth nicotine exposure 
motivated the Mexican government to eliminate its domestic e-cigarette commercial market.  
 
Method: This retrospective cohort study estimated the annual prevalence of e-cigarettes and smoking 
among youth and adults in Mexico for the years 2000, 2006, 2012, 2018, 2021, and 2021. Relative risk 
estimates for various risky behaviors based on tobacco status were then estimated nationally and 
stratified by state. 
 
Results: From 2018 to 2021, the use of e-cigarettes among youth ages 10 to 19 years old slightly 
dropped from 1.41% (95% CI: 0.0125 to 0.0160) to 1.27% (95% CI:  0.0097 to 0.0166), while the use of e-
cigarettes among adults slightly increased from 1.18% (95% CI:  0.0108 to 0.0128) to 1.18% (95% CI:  
0.0101 to 0.0138) during the same period. Cigarette use among both populations significantly dropped 
between 2000 and 2021. Additionally, risky behaviors were more common among tobacco users in both 
groups. 
 
Conclusions: E-cigarette use dropped among youth while remaining unchanged among adults.
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Main messages
Unlike the US, the proliferation of e-cigarette use among adults did not increase tobacco initiation 
among youth in Mexico. Global health officials should review Mexico's prior strategies to better 
promote smoking cessation among adults.
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